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Let's Talk About the
STAR Target Guide 

STAR is an acronym that stands for Situation * Task * Action * Result. 

The STAR Target is an excellent exercise that everyone needs to learn to 
get along in life. In fact you actually apply these principles daily, but this 
guide will show you more accurately how this model can work for you.

Using this STAR idea is an extremely beneficial tool for virtually every life 
situation. From homework assignments, to communicating in relationships, 
to job interviewing. So let's begin!

First we will start off with what you can expect from this guide.

An explanation of the STAR Target & further comprehension.

A printable desk poster and quick reference guide.

Examples of how to use the STAR principle.

A large set Star Target thinker sheets- 
all printable to apply to student 
projects  with various subject themes.

What it is

To hold a star is

to target your goal
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Let's Talk More About the
STAR Target Guide 

The STAR model is just one of a number of similar concepts that 
accomplish the same thing. Other popular constructs are called 
SITUATION—SOLUTION—OUTCOME  and 
SITUATION—PROBLEM—SOLUTION—OUTCOME. 

Using the STAR acronym is easy to remember. By linking the word star with 
the word target, the connection can easily be made that there is an end 
goal. Thus the name for this guidebook was born.

YOU are in the star role of making this concept work. The STAR Target is 
about everything YOU do, everyday. This is a learned behavior that takes 
thinking proactive thoughts before you take action so that your activities are 
on target to get great results. This guide is about creating an intention to 
achieve a goal--which will validate your choices. Why? Because you are 
totally capable of achievement by directing your thinking productively!

These steps are easy to learn because you are already doing them in many 
facets of your life. Now you just need to integrate this method consciously to 
enhance all your interactions. From communicating in relationships to new 
challenges, these steps never fail. It's a lot simpler to have an easy road 
map for things you want to accomplish. And so, here you go!

MorE ModEls

starring rolE

= You !
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First Let's Talk About
STAR Target Results 

It is important to discuss results because it is the pinnacle of the STAR 
Target. Results are the reason you use the STAR model. 

So what exactly do results look like? What do you think about when you 
want to achieve something? Take a look at these ideas. 

tasks + actions

= rEsults !
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STAR Target 

Further Comprehension

Let's take the actual words out of the acronym STAR and 
assign other like kind—or similar words. This will help enable 
your understanding of the definition of STAR.

Word studY

Situation
Event

Issue

   Circumstance
Cause of Concern

What Happened

Status or Condition

  Tasks
  Job Plan

  Project Inquiry

  Chores at Hand
  Assigned Duties

  Things to Do

  Identify Step Actions

Action
Activity

Achievements

Accomplishments

Process Fulfillment

Behaviors in Action
Steps to Complete

  Results
  Outcome

  Solution

  Answer

  Effect

  Conclusion
  Measurable Proof
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S
SITUATION

● What happened?
● Describe the details.
● Where and how did it happen?
● What was the situation about?
● Explain the cause and circumstances.

T
TASK

● First think what a good result might 
look like, -feel like, -be like.

● Decide the tasks and next steps.
● Think how it needs to be done.
● What are the challenges and options?
● What are the expectations?

A
ACTION

● What are YOU going to do?
● What actions are needed to 

accomplish the task?
● How are you going to communicate?
● How are you going to behave?
● What are the specific action steps to 

get to a grand result?

R
RESULT

● What are the results of your actions?
● Were the outcomes achieved 

satisfactorily?
● How are the results measured?
● Explain and define the results.
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Applying the STAR Target to a 

Communication Gap

Situation: 
Your good friend tells you that your classmates are offended when you leave 
class early at the end of the day twice a week. 
Task: 
First think what a good result might look like. Then think what you might do to 
resolve everyone's perception of you leaving early.
Action: 
Make a small announcement next time you must leave early. Say something 
like, Excuse my interruption to the class every Tuesday and Friday. I have an 
ongoing commitment to help my disabled brother get home because both my 
parents work.
Results: 
Your explanation helps your classmates understand your actions and most 
likely their perceptions of you leaving early have changed to your favor. 

Situation: 
Your parents constantly tell you to do routine chores that you do. But, their 
perceived nagging bothers you.
Task: 
First think why your parents bother you. Do you do your chores in a timely 
fashion? Do your parents have different expectations? Think how to solve 
this situation. 
Action: 
Talk to your parents and tell them you will do your chores in a timely manner 
and discuss what their expectations are of you.
Results: 
You meet your parents requests—without being told. Therefore they stop 
bugging you about your chores. Taking responsibility for your actions 
results in having your parents respect you. Yeah! A win-win for everyone!

ExaMplE #1

ExaMplE #2
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Applying the STAR Target to a 

Job Interview

Situation: 
You are interviewing for an entry level office assistant job. The interviewer 
just asked you about a situation in your life that needed organizational skills 
and how you approached the task.

Task: 
First think of a time when you organized something that had a great impact 
on others. Remember the steps you took. And remember the finished 
conclusion. Think through this question as you speak it out.  

Action: 
You ask the interviewer for a few moments to gather your thoughts. Then 
you remember a time where you organized an 80th birthday celebration that 
was taking place in another state. You describe step-by-step how you found 
this person's relatives and friends, methods used to invite them, and the 
long distance arrangements. Explain some of the challenges and how you 
accomplished the mission. Provide the interviewer with a visual road map 
that describe the preparations of this celebration. 
Give the interviewer confidence in your 
abilities to be resourceful by describing 
your organizational actions that 
got results.

Results: 
100 people came to the celebration 
and the event was a success. Many 
guests made favorable comments in 
their toasts towards the event 
hostess─YOU. And, in appreciation 
a birthday relative presented you 
a surprise bonus of $500 !

ExaMplE

Personal success stories 
are quite important when 
interviewing. Be sure to 
describe specific behaviors 
you took towards 
accomplishing the task at 
hand. Then tell the results 
in terms of measurable 
outcomes. In other words 
how did everyone benefit?
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The STAR Target Guide
Printable Think-Sheets

Includes 1 Template Each for these Topics:
Assignments

Communication Issues
Job Interview Questions

Challenging Life Concerns
Setting Personal Goals

SUGGESTIONS for USE . . .
Print off what you need and fill it in to fit your own agenda. 

Let your students create scenarios to solve. Then have the students 
share in class!

Ask students to take an 'issue' assignment home to quiz their parents
and have them share the results in class.

Another great way to learn is have students use these sheets to 
question others on how they handled a particular situation. 

drEaM-stars arE Your targEt to succEss!
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The STAR Target is an Assignment

What's the Assignment (Situation)? 

Name the Assignment Tasks that Need Doing.

What Step Actions are Necessary? 

What was the Result of the Assignment?

assignMEnt naME: 

___________

congrats on rEaching Your targEt!
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The STAR Target is a

Communication Issue

What's the Communication Challenge (Situation)? 

Identify Targeted Tasks for a Great Remedy. 

What Verbal and/or Behavior Actions are Necessary? 

Describe the Results of Your Communication.

congrats on rEaching Your targEt!
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The STAR Target is a

Job Interview Question

What's the Interview Question (Situation)? 

Identify and Reflect on Tasks that will get Results. 

Name Behavior Actions that Demonstrate Your Skills. 

Describe the Proof of Outcomes and Results.

congrats on rEaching Your targEt!
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The STAR Target is a

Personal Goal

Name the Situation. What Goal do You Want to Achieve? 

Name the Tasks and a Plan for Achieving Your Goal. 

Describe the Step Actions to Reach Your Goal. 

Did the Goal Results Meet Your Expectations?

congrats on rEaching Your targEt!
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Thank You for Enjoying

STAR Target Guide

Your Purchase Supports

Thank YOU!

For More Educational Guidebooks
Visit PattyAnn.net

http://PattyAnn.net/
http://pattyann.net/hp_wordpress/patty-anns-pet-projects/
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